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Grades: 6-12 

Overview:  Students will be auditing the types of outdoor lights on one building at their school to determine how much 
energy those lights are using. Students will ultimately be making recommendations as to how their school might become 
more energy efficient by using a few different methods.  

The project is in five parts:  

(1) Data Gathering and Observation  
(2) Calculating the Energy Used  
(3) Graphing the Energy Used  
(4) Plan a New Approach that contrasts with the Current Situation  
(5) Going Further 

Purpose:  
• Provide students with tools and information they need to effectively monitor energy use within their school building  
• Identify ways to save their school’s money by using energy wisely  
• Understand that the information that they learn may be used to help improve the environment  
• Create in students and teachers an appreciation and passion for using energy efficiently and wisely  
• Assist schools in using school buildings as working laboratories for learning about energy  
• Encourage schools to consider managing or retrofitting their buildings so that energy is used as efficiently and 

wisely as possible  
• Link between energy use like lighting and electricity productions at power plant to CO2 emissions at smokestack to 

Greenhouse gas/global warming 

Objectives: Each student is given the opportunity to 
• Define terms associated with an energy audit, e.g., incandescent, fluorescent, etc. 
• Identify the components (including the types of data) to include in a school outdoor lighting audit plan. 
• Prepare a school outdoor lighting audit plan. 
• Conduct a school outdoor lighting audit.  
• Analyze data from the school lighting audit. 
• Write recommendations/improvement options for more efficient lighting.  
• Write a school lighting audit action plan that includes recommendations derived from the analysis of data. 
• Develop the presentation materials (e.g. PowerPoint presentations, handouts, and other visual media) that show the 

data analysis results and recommendations using graphs, tables, etc. 
• Present the action plan to classmates and/or administrators. 

 
Time: Three 55-minute classroom periods; one 1-hour nighttime session. 
 
Materials and Tools:  Per student group or student: 

• Pencil, paper, and a ruler 
• Tape measure  
• Camera with Spectrum Viewer (diffraction grating) (shared) 
• Luxmeter (share) 
• Sky Quality Meter (shared) 
• Student Worksheets 
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Preparation/Prerequisites: 

In preparation for this activity, first complete the Light Shielding Demonstration and the Spectra of Lights activity. The 
different types of fixtures and lamps are described in the “Background Information” section below. The teacher may choose 
to allow the students to explore without a discussion on the background materials first. The teacher should become familiar 
with the background information provided in this document in preparation for the activity. 
 
 
Background Information:  

Different types of fixtures and lamps are described here.  
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE 1. COLORS OF DIFFERENT LAMPS: 
 

LAMP COLOR OF BULB 

Metal Halide bluish-white 

Mercury Vapor greenish-white 

Low Pressure Sodium yellowish 

High Pressure Sodium orange-ish 

Figure 1.  Pictures of different types of fixtures and their abbreviations. See also Table 2 
which gives these lamps’ typical wattages and the fixtures these lamps commonly 
accompany that are frequently found near or on a school building. 
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GOOD LIGHTING: 
 

• Lamp is on a motion sensor, so only on when needed. 
• Lamp is on a timer so not operating from dusk to dawn. 
• Lamp is fully shielded. Fully shielded lighting puts light where it’s needed & minimizes glare and energy waste. If 

your lamp is shielded, you can lower the wattage of your bulb and save energy and cost. 
NOT-SO-GOOD LIGHTING FIXTURES: 
 

• Fixtures that are unshielded are less desirable. Light from an unshielded fixture is directed upward never to be used 
where needed on the ground. Too much glare from the direct light of a lamp can create unsafe situations for drivers 
who do not see pedestrians, for instance. 

FIGURE 2: PICTURES OF TYPICAL DIFFERENT TYPES OF LAMPS: 
 

TYPE OF LAMP Type of FIXTURE Fixture 
Illustration 

Typical 
WATTAGE 

(W) 

High Pressure Sodium (HPS) wallpack  USWPP USWPC 150 

HPS wallpack  USWPP USWPC 250 

HPS shoebox with or without a drop lens FSSB 

USSL 

250 

Mercury Vapor Cobra head with drop lens FSCO   USCO 175 

Halogen floodlight  150 

Incandescent floodlight  150 

Incandescent traditional light, sometimes hanging  60 

Incandescent globe USFL    USAG 60 to 150 

Fluorescent (e.g., T12) traditional lights FSFLT 60 

Compact Fluorescent wallpack USWPP USWPC 11 

Metal Halide  Area lighting (poles in parking area) FSSB   FSLPS 250 

High Pressure Sodium: Low Pressure Sodium: 
 
 

 

 

 

TABLE 2 
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Fluorescent: Compact Fluorescent 

 

 

Mercury Vapor: Incandescent: 

  
Metal Halide: Halogen: 
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Lesson Sequence: 

Activator: Tomorrow is coming soon. Tomorrow we will have far less energy resources than we have today. Today we 
can take steps to prevent depleting our energy more than is needed. What can you do at your school to address the 
challenges?  
Formative Assessment: Brainstorm facts about light pollution and various ways how it impacts us. 
Instructional Strategies: See lesson plan sequence below. 
Summative Assessment: Record and explain one thing that you can personally do to combat the issue of light pollution. 
 

Part 1: Data Gathering and Observation 

Place your students into groups of three or four. Each group picks a different building at your school to use in the lighting 
audit. Try to make sure the building has 4 types of lights on the exterior and at least a couple of each type of light.  
 
For Part 1 of the process, have the students complete the Lamp Data Sheet in the Student Worksheets (page 1). An example 
of this worksheet has been completed on page 6 of this document. 
 
Try to draw the building to scale. On your schematic of the building, draw the location of the lights and where you think the 
light will fall (e.g., on the ground). You can figure out where the light will fall by looking at the shielding (if any) and where 
the light is pointed. Take a picture of the fixture, close enough to identify it later. 
 
Identify the kind of shielding. Try to match it to one of the pictures in the Figure 1. Identify the shape of the lamp. Try to 
match it to one of the pictures in the figures. O 
 
Come back at night as a group and confirm where the light falls for each fixture. Describe whether the area being illuminated 
is too much or too little for the task. Describe if the light falls where needed or beyond where it is needed, or if it is blocked 
by vegetation or another structure. Also describe if there are overly bright or dark patches that hinder your ability to see what 
is around you. While collecting data at night bring the camera, the spectrum viewer, the luxmeter, and the sky quality meter. 
Using the camera put the spectrum viewer in front of the lens to get a picture of the spectrum of the lamp. Use the luxmeter 
and the sky quality meter to fill out the data on page 8 (page 3of the student worksheets). We use this data again in part three. 
 
After observing what lamps are around the building, set up an interview with the facilities staff to find out the lamp type and 
wattage of each lamp. Ask about whether the lights are on timers or on light sensors (dusk to dawn) or motion sensors. If the 
lights are on timers, then ask the staff what the approximate hours of operation are. 
 
Determine the number of hours per year that the outdoor building lights are on. (This is for all of the building lights on 
average.)  
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Example Lamp Data Sheet 

Type of Lamp: 
Halogen Floodlight 
 

Wattage of Light:  
 
Hours turned on per year: 
 
Number of Lights: 

SQM Reading [mag/sq arcsec]: 
 Near Lamp: 9.22 (at 0.3 m) 
 Far from Lamp: 17.52 (at 6.3 m) 
Lux Meter Reading [lux]:  
 Near Lamp: 67.4 (at 0.3 m) 
 Far from Lamp: 0.4 (at 6.3 m) 
Check if Applicable: 

Light Sensor    Shielded   

Motion Sensor    Timer   
Additional Notes: 
Shielded by a 1m overhang 
Pointed downwards 
Tasked on illuminating the sidewalk 
___________________________ 

 
 

x 

100 

4 

2 
Light during daytime 

 

Light during nighttime 

Light with spectra 
 

Light  wt h  sp ectra fa
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Example Lamp Data Sheet 

Additional Pictures of Lamp 
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Use the table below to record the readings from the Lux Meter and the Sky Quality Meter (SQM) as you investigate each of the lamps around the building.  
Start beneath the lamp and move away while recording the distances and the readings from each device.  
Once you reach a certain distance, the lux reading and magnitude reading will stop changing. When you’ve hit this point, the light is no longer affecting the 
readings, and you can stop. 
 
 Distance from Lamp (m) Lux Meter Reading (lux) SQM Reading (mag/sq arcsec) 

1. 0.3 67.4 9.22 

2. 0.6 27.7 9.93 

3. 0.9 20.6 10.65 

4. 1.2 16.5 14.54 

5. 1.5 13.6 15.69 

6. 1.8 10.5 16.22 

7. 2.1 8 16.45 

8. 2.4 6 16.56 

9. 2.7 4.6 16.2 

10. 3 4.5 16.62 

11. 3.3 3.4 16.43 

12. 3.6 2.9 16.63 

13. 3.9 1.6 16.72 

14. 4.2 1.3 16.75 

15. 4.5 1.1 16.77 

16. 4.8 0.9 16.77 

17. 5.1 0.8 17.09 

18. 5.4 0.5 17.15 

19. 5.7 0.5 17.29 

20. 6 0.4 17.41 
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Part 2: Calculating the Energy Used  

In this next part of the lighting audit, students will begin to complete calculations about the energy consumed, cost, and 

greenhouse gases that are byproducts of outdoor lighting. Below is an example of the student worksheets. These calculations 

help put the observations that the students have made into numbers which can be understood.  

Sample Student Worksheet 

Here is what you needed to get started. This sheet will act as a reference throughout the rest of the calculations. Fill in each of 

these with the information from the lamp data sheet. Since you may have many different types of lamps with varying 

wattages, you’ll need to fill out the blue and red squares for each of those.  

The gray square is used for the cost of electricity per kilowatt hour of all the electricity. Although there can be varying costs 

per kWh depending on the amount being used or the time of year, here we will use just one value so an average value should 

be assigned. 

Lamp Type #1 

Number of lamps around the building:  

Wattage of the lamps:  

Estimated hours turned on during a year’s time:    

 

Lamp Type #2 

Number of lamps around the building:  

Wattage of the lamps:   

Estimated hours turned on during a year’s time:    

 

Lamp Type #3 

Number of lamps around the building:  

Wattage of the lamps:  

Estimated hours turned on during a year’s time:    

 

Lamp Type #4 

Number of lamps around the building:  

Wattage of the lamps:  

Estimated hours turned on during a year’s time: 

For all lamps: 

Cost of electricity per kilowatt-hour
1
:   

                                                        
1
 For more information on this, see the last paragraph on page 12 

 

2 

$0.08 

100 W 

3 

45 W 

2 

100 W 

4015 hrs 

7 

75 W 

4015 hrs 

1460 hrs 

1460 hrs 
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Use the numbers in the colors above to complete the next section of this worksheet. Repeat these steps for each type of lamp. 

For this first set of calculations we will use Lamp Type #1. First we will calculate how many hours each lamp is on for in 

one year. This can be done by multiplying the number of lamps and the estimated number of hours per year. 

 

 

                        ×               =  

 
 

 

In this next step, we will find the energy used in year. Electric utility companies measure energy in a unit called watts. For 

example, if you have a 100-watt bulb and the light is on for 10 hours it uses 100W*10hours or 1,000W*h). To calculate the 

hours of energy used, the wattage (in watts) of the lamps is multiplied by the estimated number the lamps are turned on. 

 

 

            ×               = 
 

 

 

 

Step 2 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number of 
lamps in Type 

1 

Estimated 
hours per 

year 

Estimated hours 
used from all 

lamps in Type 1 

 

Wattage 
of lamps 

Energy used 
in a year by 

Lamp Type 1 

Estimated 
hours used 

from all lamps 

2 
 1460 hrs 2920 hrs 

2920 hrs 100 W 

 

292,000 
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Repeat the above steps for Lamp Types 2, 3 and 4. 

Lamp Type #2 

  

        ×             =                              ×               = 

 

 

 

  

Lamp Type #3 

 

        ×             =                              ×                = 

 

 

 

 

Lamp Type #4 

 

        ×             =                               ×               = 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 2 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Number of 
lamps in 
Type 2 

Estimated 
hours per 

year 

Estimated 
hours used 

from all lamps 
in Type 2 

 

Wattage 
of lamps 

Energy used  
in a year by 

Lamp Type 2 

Estimated 
hours used 

from all lamps 

Number of 
lamps in 
Type 3 

Estimated 
hours per 

year 

Estimated 
hours used 

from all lamps 
in Type 3 

Number of 
lamps in 
Type 4 

Estimated 
hours per 

year 

Estimated 
hours used 

from all lamps 
in Type 4 

 

Wattage 
of lamps 

Energy used  
in a year by 

Lamp Type 4 

Estimated 
hours used 

from all lamps 

 

Wattage 
of lamps 

Energy used  
in a year by 

Lamp Type 3 

Estimated 
hours used 

from all lamps 

3 45 W 1460 hrs 4380 hrs 4380 hrs 197,100 

2 
100 W 

4015 hrs 8030 hrs 8030 hrs 803,000 

7 75 W 4015 hrs 28105 hrs 28105 hrs 2,107,875 
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Knowing how much energy each type of lamp uses is great. But it is easier to understand the energy being consumed if it is 

in one large number. So next we will add together the energy used for all of the lamps. 

 

             +                +                 +                   =  

 

 

 

Because of how quickly watt-hours add up, the term kilowatt hour is used to represent 1000 watt hours. You can convert the 

number of watt hours to kilowatt hours by dividing the number of watt hours (or energy) by 1000. We use kilowatt hours 

when handling a large number of watt hours so that it is a more manageable number.  

 

                                      ÷ 1000 =  
 

 

 

An important part component of light pollution is the enormous cost of that is required to keep the lights turned on. The 

amount of money spent on lighting can be a huge issue for anybody. Electric utility companies charge for electricity by the 

kilowatt-hour (kWh). Next we will calculate how much it costs to use the amount of kilowatt-hours around your building. 

You can ask a district administrator for a school, your parents for your home or a business administrator for a local business 

about the cost per kilowatt-hour from their electricity company. 

 

                                ×                        =  

Energy used  
in a year by all 

lamps 

Kilowatt-hours used  
in a year 

Kilowatt-hours  
used in a year 

 

Cost per  
kilowatt hour 

  

Amount spent on 
 outdoor lighting 

Energy used  
in a year by Lamp 

Type 1 

Energy used in a 
year by  

Lamp Type 2 

Energy used  
in a year by Lamp 

Type 3 

Energy used  
in a year by Lamp 

Type 4 

Energy used for  
in a year by  

all lamps 

292,000 

$0.08 

197,100 803,000 3,399,975 

3,399,975 3399.98 

3399.98 $271.99 

2,107,875 
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Electricity is most commonly produced from coal, hydropower, or nuclear power. When chemicals are 

burned, greenhouse gases are emitted that contribute to air pollution and global warming. The final 

important aspect of light pollution is the amount of greenhouse gases that are emitted during the 

production of electricity. Greenhouse gases are measured by the mass of the carbon dioxide gas. 

Depending on what is used to produce the electricity the greenhouse gases the emissions are typically 

0.64kg to 1.09kg for every kilowatt-hour. Because it’s hard to know exactly, we’re going to average this 

as 0.91kg per kilowatt-hour. To calculate how much greenhouse gas is produced, you need to multiply 

the kilowatt-hours used in a year by 0.91kg/kWh 

 

  

                 × 0.91kg =   

 Kilowatt-hours used  
in a year 

  

Amount of greenhouse gas produced 
while powering outdoor  

lighting each year 

3093.99 
3399.98   kg  .  

kWh 

K
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Part 3: Graphing the Energy Used 

To complete these graphs use the table that the group created for the lamp data sheets on page 8 (page 3 in the student 

worksheets). Using this table the students can plot the lux by distance, the magnitude by distance, and the magnitude by lux. 

Creating another representation of this data can help students solidify the concept that as the amount of light increases, the 

amount of magnitude and lux will also increase. It also handles the idea that as you get further from the lights, the less 

influence the light has on the magnitude/lux reading. This concept illustrates why in urban areas is much harder to get away 

from light pollution, and why in rural areas it is much easier.  

This mathematically based scientific representation of the change in data is an example of a function over distance. As the 

“input” of distance (1m, 2m, 3m, etc) changes the “output” of lux or magnitude will change. In classes where students have 

already covered functions, or graphing in detail, this portion of the audit can be handled to solidify math skills such as slope, 

using a graph to write an equation, etc. In earlier classrooms where students have not covered this topic in depth, the concept 

of Input  Output tables can be used. Similarly, the students could use the coordinate system (x, y) to plot the graphs by first 

writing out the ordered pairs and then plotting as a scatterplot and then drawing a line through it. 

Below we have provided examples of completed graphs on pages 15-17. The student worksheets have blank graphs on pages 

9-11 for the students to use. The graph for lux by distance and the graph for magnitude by distance are functions over 

distance. However, the magnitude by lux is a relative function. This graph should represent that as lux decreases, the 

magnitude increases. This can be misleading to students because intuitively the magnitude should get lower. However, 

remember that higher magnitude readings mean that the skies are darker. This one should represent that as the amount of 

light decreases, the amount of darkness increases.   
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Part 4: Plan a New Approach 

After completing the calculations and the graphs, the next step would be an investigation into the appropriate lighting to 
possibly replace the existing fixtures and lamps. Beside a lighting retrofit, this would possibly include a re-design. Lighting 
engineers first think about why you want to light an area, where you want to light, when you want to light, how much you 
want to light, and what kind of light you want to use (e.g., appropriate lamp for the task, what color needed). A redesign 
might even change the entire configuration of where lights are placed, etc. 
 
In this part of the audit, the students should begin to think critically about what is wrong with the lighting situation, what can 
be improved and why that would help the situation at hand. If the students find that the lamps are all well shielded, but have 
really high wattages and really inefficient bulbs. The planning of a new approach would include deciding what bulbs are 
more efficient and how that would alter the situation at hand. To demonstrate that this is more efficient, the students may 
redo the calculations with the new bulb wattage, length the lamp is turned on for, number of lamps, etc. 
 
The alternative is that if the students determine that the types of lamps are not that terrible, but that the shielding, placement, 
or usage of the lamps is really poor. The students could redesign this scenario and talk about what improvements would be 
made (less glare, less effect on human health, less of an ecological impact, etc). If the students add shielding to the lamps 
have them think about the light shielding demonstration and how the energy can be reduced. In this scenario the students can 
reduce the wattage of the bulb and then re do the calculations to see the impact that they made.  
 
One thing that can be done based on analysis of the current situation and exploring how to create a better scenario, students 
can propose a plan of action. When proposing a plan of action students could include data and calculations for the before 
scenario and the proposed plan can be presented to the school board, city council, or other governing body.  
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Part 5: Going Further  
 
Questions:  
Students discuss what they learned. Start them on a discussion of the types of lighting. For instance, the different groups can 
compare the results from the different buildings audited: the types of lamps and fixtures found, the range of wattages, how 
many out of all of the fixtures around the building were shielded, what angles or directions were the fixtures pointed (straight 
up, down, at an angle of 45 degrees from the ground), what were the colors of the lamps? 

 
In particular, have the students describe the quality of lighting around the building. Does the lamp and fixture light where 
needed? How does your vision respond to a fixture that is unshielded versus shielded, even though the light might fall only 
where it is needed? (Talk about how it takes time for eyes to adjust.) 
 
In terms of the calculations, did the student groups have differences in the total kilowatt-hours, or the cost per year, or the 
amount of greenhouse gas and why? What differences in the buildings might support the differences in the calculated results? 
 
Challenge Questions:  
Discuss with students the influence that different types of bulbs have on the energy consumption, the cost, and the production 
of greenhouse gases. Incandescent bulbs are not very efficient; a very small percentage of the cost goes to the light. However, 
CFL bulbs are more efficient. Due to some bulbs being much more efficient than others, this can drastically change the 
energy consumed (lower wattages) and the percentage of the light that truly goes to lighting. 

Integration: 

This is a perfect opportunity to integrate with mathematics, economics, social studies, astronomy and environmental studies 
and a good way to stress concepts on energy-efficient lighting fixtures, energy conservation and the cost of electricity. 
Integrate vocabulary words into the lesson like fixtures, shielded fixtures, lamp, fluorescent lamp, incandescent lamp, etc.  

Teacher Resources: 

• International Dark Sky Association – http://www.darksky.org/ 
• A simple activity illustrating glare, light trespass, and sky glow shows how light pollution can be remedied by 

shielding outdoor lights – http://tinyurl.com/kfuh7zl 
• A video demonstration to understand light pollution and their effects on our environment - http://tinyurl.com/b98pwa8 
• GLOBE at Night – http://www.globeatnight.org/ 
• Great Worldwide Star Hunt – http://www.starcount.org/ 
• The Let There Be Night Program – http://www.lettherebenight.org 
• Unihedron, the makers of the Sky Quality Meter – http://www.unihedron.com 


